
MDCA MEMBERS  INPUT TO TDC MAPUA WATERFRONT PLAN – FEB 2017 
Please record your own comments/ suggestions on the named aspect for this sheet or tick another 

comment that you support. All input will be collated & relayed to TDC  
 

TOPIC 4– GROSSI POINT -    
Zoned reserve end of  Tahi St-  

 
 
 

Topic 4  Grossi Point 
Leave as is but develop more as picnic area – tables bbqs etc 
It’s a really good safe place to launch boats 
Why aren’t more boats from outside the area using Tic Toc Rd 
If you’re going to take boats away then it better become a really awesome flash 

picnic/recreation area 
No power boats, just kayaks small sailing boats -windsails x 2 
No camping 
Not much development – let future generations have some options for development 
Picnic, family swimming area 
Passive recreation x 2 
Low tide walk around the coast     dogs allowed 
Wharf is “noisy” zone Grossi Point can be a “quiet” zone – rustic, native plantings, low key 

picnics 
Low/no power water activities 
Issue of number of trailers parked 
Being used for picnics/swimming and parking 
G Point is silting up  
Boats grounding 
With (indecipherable) parking can use all areas, 
Gr Point is self selecting  (not sure what these two comments mean) 
Use as boat ramp and trailer parking and swimming spot. Good as is. If too many trailers 
parked, need to develop a booking system. 
 

 
FACEBOOK FEEDBACK 
 

Non motorised craft only at Grossi Point 

 

My boat which the family have had since 1964 has always been launched at grossies point 
and will continue to do so despite what the council decides because of its size and weight 

 
We would like Grossi Point to remain mostly the same with the addition of a few more picnic tables. 
It’s a great green space and is used for a number of mixed uses and it would be good to keep it 
versatile and for it to remain in grass with the lovely trees. 
 
We would prefer to keep the Grossi Point boat access the same. We would support organising Grossi 
point so that there are designated areas for boats and swimmers using the help of signage, 
information boards and buoys in the water. 


